Comments for EPA hearing on the proposed Clean Power Plan,
Atlanta, Georgia, July 29, 2014 on behalf of the
Climate Change Task Force of the League of Women Voters of the US.

In Joyce Lanning from Birmingham, Alabama, and a proud grandmother. Since 2008, I’ve also been a member of the Climate Change Task Force of the League of Women Voters of the United States, the role that brings me here today. Thank you for this opportunity to speak – a first for me in my 71 years.

Picture with me a time almost 43 years ago. I can barely see the smokestacks of Birmingham’s skyline through the reddish-brown haze that signaled prosperity for our community back then. It was November 1971, and the health hazards from visible air pollution trapped over our city by stagnant air were so bad that the Health Department begged the smokestack industries to shut down for a few days until the air cleared and the danger to anyone who breathed was over.

When industries refused, a Federal District judge, for the first time in the country since the year-old Clean Air Act was passed, invoked its emergency powers and ordered over 20 of the largest polluters idled until the toxic emergency was over. It worked, but city businessmen complained that it was far too aggressive. The county health officer said, "If you are saying that we should be counting bodies before we do something, I disagree." ¹

Seems to me that’s where we are today with invisible carbon pollution from electric power plants – needing to act before the ‘body count’ gets much higher. Already we are seeing and feeling the impacts of too much CO2 - a warming planet, devastating extreme weather events, droughts and forest fires, rising sea levels, storm surges and an increasing ‘body count’ - in lives, health, jobs, property and prosperity. ²

We must set limits on carbon pollution because the market is failing to give us the true cost of electric power. I taught college economics. A market only works when the price correctly includes the full costs, like health impacts, premature death, environmentally destructive mining, and the damages caused by climate change. The price for electricity fails to include these external damages. ³

You can picture it this way: a male African elephant can weigh 6.8 metric tons. Using the air as a free waste dump, we’re tossing almost 300 million elephants into the sky every year – just in the US. ⁴ Now see them falling back down on us, creating havoc with the systems that support us and other life on our planet.

The Clean Air Act has successfully addressed dangers from particulates, lead and harmful gases with benefits significantly greater than the costs, which were far lower than the disastrous costs predicted by opponents. ⁵ By releasing American ingenuity, benefits of this proposed rule can also exceed costs. ⁶
In 2010, LWVUS created a Toolkit for Climate Action for local Leagues to use as a resource for addressing climate disruption. Our recent update focused on adapting to changes already in the pipeline, but we still need to dramatically reduce the amount of CO2 we're dumping into the atmosphere. This proposed rule will support the work of our nearly 800 state and local Leagues across the country.

The good news is that this rule, for example by encouraging energy efficiency, can help consumers save energy and money by cutting their electricity use and their utility bills. And the proposed Clean Power Plan gives states the flexibility to choose the most cost-effective measures to achieve the needed reductions. 8

The Department of Defense is leading the way - not waiting for certainties that never come. They already understand the potential 'body count.' They're managing major risks by cutting their energy use and reducing their carbon footprint. 9

The LWV has advocated reductions in CO2 emissions for 15 years. Most recently, delegates to our national convention in June voted overwhelmingly to support putting a price on carbon. 10 The League and our Climate Change Task Force strongly endorse this proposed rule to limit carbon pollution from power plants.

As for me, personally, I was jolted out of my complacency in 2007 and continue to learn about the risky carbon business that threatens us and all who come after us. I support this rule as a step toward a healthy future I envision for our own young and the young of all species.

Again, thank you.
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